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“A pedestrian is a great ass.  Feet, it is to be hoped, were given 
to the human race for some better purpose than walking 
upon.”   
             —John Wilson, Essays critical and imaginative. 
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his new anthology collects some memorable passages on 
walking, from the essays, letters and memoirs of the 18th 
and 19th century.  Those selected give us either an 

interesting observation on the nature of walking, or else a vivid 
description of the practice in situ.   

   I have avoided all poetry, since the poetry of these centuries 
is rarely to the tastes of modern readers.  Likewise there is no 
material from novels, hiking manuals, or town guide-books.  
Material on ‘endurance hikes’, or competitive walking, is not 
included.   The urban walker is given as much consideration, if 
not more, than the rural. 

   The quotes are relatively short, often between a quarter page 
and one page.  Superfluous or entangling matter has been 
removed with brackets that contain either ‘…’ or a linking 
phrase of my own.  Where a puzzling allusion or a very old-
fashioned phrase occurs, I give a modern hint immediately 
after it in square brackets. 

   This small anthology arises from the work on my book on 
Mr. H.P. Lovecraft and his walks in New York in the 1920s, 
Walking with Cthulhu: H.P. Lovecraft as psychogeographer, New 
York City 1924-26 (2011).  I discovered many references to 
writing on walking before 1926, and so I decided to compile 
some of these into a new short 12,000 word anthology of fifty 
pages. 

 

         David Haden. 

         Staffordshire — September 2011. 
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animals 
   “O, what a good friend to a man is an umbrella in rain time, 
and likewise at many other times. What need he fear if a wild 
bull or a ferocious dog attacks him, provided he has a good 
umbrella? He unfurls the umbrella in the face of the bull or 
dog, and the brute turns round quite scared, and runs away.” 

—George Borrow, Wild Wales. 

 

   “Any sportiveness in cattle is unexpected [when walking].  I 
saw one day a herd of a dozen bullocks and cows running about 
and frisking in unwieldy sport like kittens.  They shook their 
heads, raised their tails, and rushed up and down a hill, and I 
perceived by their horns, as well as by their activity, their 
relation to the deer tribe.”  

— Henry David Thoreau, Walking, and the Wild. 

 

   “And I counted, on the whole, that in a fortnight I spent 
nine nights [sleeping out under the Moon, walking by day].  There 
are, as perhaps the reader knows by experience, no jaguars in 
Wales — nor pumas — nor anacondas […]. What I feared 
most, but perhaps only through ignorance of zoology, was, 
lest, whilst my sleeping face was upturned to the stars, some 
one of the many little Brahminical-looking cows on the 
Cambrian hills, one or other, might poach her foot into the 
centre of my face.  I do not suppose any fixed hostility of that 
nature to English faces in Welsh cows: but everywhere I 
observe in the feminine mind something of beautiful caprice, a 
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floral exuberance of that charming wilfulness which 
characterises our dear human sisters I fear through all worlds.”  

— Thomas de Quincey, Confessions of an English Opium-Eater. 

 

   “Hints of nature, too; you find [on walking in the city] streets. 
Night-hawks and bats are astir, moths are beating themselves 
to death against the electric lights, the stars […] the moon and 
sun are the same, barring a little lack of clearness, as in the 
country.”  

— Charles M. Skinner, With Feet to the Earth. 

 

banter 
   “I cannot see the wit, of walking and talking at the same 
time. When I am in the country, I wish to vegetate like the 
country.”   

—  William Hazlitt, “On Going A Journey”. 

 

    “The two accomplishments common to all mankind are 
walking and talking. Simple as they seem, they are yet acquired 
with vast labor, and very rarely understood in any clear way by 
those who practise them with perfect ease and unconscious 
skill.”  

— Oliver Wendell Holmes, Pages from an old volume of life. 

 

   “Now, the true charm of pedestrianism does not lie in the 
walking, or in the scenery, but in the talking.  The walking is 
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good to time the movement of the tongue by, and to keep the 
blood and the brain stirred up and active; the scenery and the 
woodsy smells are good to bear in upon a man an unconscious 
and unobtrusive charm and solace to eye and soul and sense; 
but the supreme pleasure comes from the talk.  It is no matter 
whether one talks wisdom or nonsense, the case is the same, 
the bulk of the enjoyment lies in the wagging of the gladsome 
jaw and the flapping of the sympathetic ear. And what motley 
variety of subjects a couple of people will casually rake over in 
the course of a day's tramp!  There being no constraint, a 
change of subject is always in order, and so a body is not likely 
to keep pegging at a single topic until it grows tiresome.  We 
discussed everything we knew, during the first fifteen or 
twenty minutes, that morning, and then branched out into the 
glad, free, boundless realm of the things we were not certain 
about.”   

—  Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad. 

 

   “Experience teaches me that whatever a fellow-guest may 
have of power to instruct or to amuse when he is sitting on a 
chair, or standing on a hearth-rug, quickly leaves him when he 
takes one out for a walk. The ideas that came so thick and fast 
to him in any room, where are they now? where that 
encyclopaedic knowledge which he bore so lightly? where the 
kindling fancy that played like summer lightning over any 
topic that was started? The man’s face that was so mobile is set 
now; gone is the light from his fine eyes.  He says that A. (our 
host) is a thoroughly good fellow.  Fifty yards further on, he 
adds that A, is one of the best fellows he has ever met.  We 
tramp another furlong or so, and he says that Mrs. A. is a 
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charming woman.   Presently he adds that she is one of the 
most charming women he has ever known.  We pass an inn. He 
reads vapidly aloud to me: ‘The King’s Arms. Licensed to sell 
Ales and Spirits.’ I foresee that during the rest of the walk he 
will read aloud any inscription that occurs.  We pass a 
milestone.  He points at it with his stick, and says ‘Uxminster. 
11 Miles.’ We turn a sharp corner at the foot of a hill. He 
points at the wall, and says 'Drive Slowly.' I see far ahead, on 
the other side of the hedge bordering the high road, a small 
notice-board. He sees it too.  He keeps his eye on it. And in 
due course ‘Trespassers,’ he says, ‘Will Be Prosecuted.’   Poor 
man! — mentally a wreck.”   

—  Max Beerbohm, “Going Out For A Walk”, in The Words 
of Max Beerbohm. 

 

companions 
   “On the road the weak and strong points of character are 
revealed.  There are those who complain, making each mile 
seem like three; there are those who have untapped reserves of 
cheerfulness, who sing their companions through the tired 
hours.”   

— Stephen Graham, The Gentle Art of Tramping. 

 

   “… walking brings out the true character of a man.  The devil 
never yet asked his victims to take a walk with him.  You will 
not be long in finding your companion out.  All disguises will 
fall away from him.  As his pores open his character is laid bare.  
His deepest and most private self will come to the top. It 
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matters little whom you ride with, so he be not a pickpocket; 
for both of you will, very likely, settle down closer and firmer 
in your reserve, shaken down like a measure of corn by the 
jolting as the journey proceeds. But walking is a more vital 
copartnership; the relation is a closer and more sympathetic 
one, and you do not feel like walking ten paces with a stranger 
without speaking to him.”   

— John Burroughs, “The Exhilarations Of The Road”. 

 

   “Walking companions, like heroes, are difficult to pluck out 
of the crowd of acquaintances.  Good dispositions, ready wit, 
friendly conversation serve well enough by the fireside but 
they prove insufficient in the field.  For there you need 
transcendentalists — nothing less; you need poets, sages, 
humorists and natural philosophers.”  

—  J. Brooks Atkinson, “A Note on Walking”. 

 

   “It may be evening, in London, in company: yet the noise of 
the traffic dies away; the glare of the light and the babble of 
others drops from you: you are alone with a kindred soul and 
(if possible) a map spread out between you.  Then point by 
point and detail by detail you recall and reintegrate in memory 
the larger moments of your life; every path that you have 
taken, every stone and summit on which you stood, revive and 
take shape under the plastic stress of your joint memories; the 
outline of the eternal hills stands before you, hard and high as 
the call of duty: once more the soft rain enwraps you or the 
clean wind whips you into ecstasy.  For a moment, in the midst 
of our dividing and abstracting civilisation, you are again a 
man whole and concrete.  This is something better than 
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sympathetic conversation: it is the colloquy of two beings 
joined by a real bond: it is common talk.”   

— Arthur Hugh  Sidgwick, “London walking” in Walking 
Essays. 

 

   “No one should ever go a journey with any other than him 
with whom one walks arm in arm, in the evening, the twilight, 
and, talking (let us suppose) of men’s given names, agrees that 
if either should have a son he shall be named after the other.  
Walking in the gathering dusk, two and two, since the world 
began, there have always been young men who have thus to 
one another plighted their troth [i.e. married] .   If one is not 
still one of these, then, in the sense here used, journeys are 
over for him.  What is left to him of life he may enjoy, but not 
journeys.”  

— Robert Cortes Holliday, Walking Stick Papers. 

 

   “Mr Johnson and I walked arm-in-arm up the High Street, 
to my house in James’s court: it was a dusky night: I could not 
prevent his being assailed by the evening effluvia of 
Edinburgh. I heard a late baronet, of some distinction in the 
political world in the beginning of the present reign, observe, 
that ‘walking the streets of Edinburgh at night was pretty 
perilous, and a good deal odoriferous’. The peril is much 
abated, by the care which the magistrates have taken to 
enforce the city laws against throwing foul water from the 
windows; but, from the structure of the houses in the old town, 
which consist of many stories, in each of which a different 
family lives, and there being no covered sewers, the odour still 
continues. A zealous Scotsman would have wished Mr 
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Johnson to be without one of his five senses upon this 
occasion. As we marched slowly along, he grumbled in my ear, 
‘I smell you in the dark!’ But he acknowledged that the 
breadth of the street, and the loftiness of the buildings on each 
side, made a noble appearance.”   

— James Boswell, The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides. 

 

daily 
   “I think that I cannot preserve my health and spirits unless I 
spend four hours a day at least — and it is commonly more 
than that — sauntering through the woods and over the hills 
and fields, absolutely free from all worldly engagements. […] 
the walking of which I speak has nothing in it akin to taking 
exercise, as it is called, as the sick take medicine at stated 
hours”  

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 

 

   “Two or three hours’ walking will carry me to as strange a 
country as I expect ever to see.  A single farmhouse which I 
had not seen before is sometimes as good as the dominions of 
the King of Dahomey.   There is in fact a sort of harmony 
discoverable between the capabilities of the landscape within a 
circle of ten miles’ radius, or the limits of an afternoon walk, 
and the threescore years and ten of human life.  It will never 
become quite familiar to you.”   

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 
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   “When I will to rise [in the morning] and walk immediately, 
the exertion seems inseparably conjoined with the volition, and 
both appear as one and the same act — but [if] I resolve to rise 
and walk an hour hence this is a deliberate act of will.” 

—Thomas Reid, The Philosophy of Thomas Reid. 

 

entering 
   “Consider how a man walking approaches a little town; he 
sees it a long way off upon a hill; he sees its unity, he has time 
to think about it a great deal. Next it is hidden from him by a 
wood, or it is screened by a roll of land.  He tops this and sees 
the little town again, now much nearer, and he thinks more 
particularly of its houses, of the way in which they stand, and 
of what has passed in them.  The sky, especially if it has large 
white clouds in it and is for the rest sunlit and blue, makes 
something against which he can see the little town, and gives it 
life.  Then he is at the outskirts, and he does not suddenly 
occupy it with a clamour or a rush, nor does he merely 
contemplate it, like a man from a window, unmoving.  He 
enters in.  He passes, healthily wearied, human doors and 
signs; he can note all the names of the people and the trade at 
which they work; he has time to see their faces. The square 
broadens before him, or the market-place, and so very 
naturally and rightly he comes to his inn, and he has fulfilled 
one of the great ends of man.”  

— Hillare Belloc, On Walking. 
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   “They who have been travelling long on the steppes of 
Tartary say — ‘On re-entering cultivated lands, the agitation, 
perplexity, and turmoil of civilization oppressed and 
suffocated us; the air seemed to fail us, and we felt every 
moment as if about to die of asphyxia.”  

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”, on the 
feelings about cities common to all nomadic peoples. 

 

   “You have no idea, unless you have tried it, how endlessly 
long is a summer’s day [of walking], that you measure out only 
by hunger, and bring to an end only when you are drowsy.  I 
know a village where there are hardly any clocks, where no one 
knows more of the days of the week than by a sort of instinct 
for the fete on Sundays, and where only one person can tell 
you the day of the month, and she is generally wrong.”   

—  Robert Louis Stevenson, “Walking Tours”. 

 

footpaths 
   “ … as a people the English are a private, domestic, homely 
folk: they dislike publicity, dislike the highway, dislike noise, 
and love to feel the grass under their feet. They have a genius 
for lanes and footpaths; one might almost say they invented 
them.  […] A footpath is sacred in England; the king himself 
cannot close one; the courts recognize them as something 
quite as important and inviolable as the highway.  A footpath is 
of slow growth, and it is a wild, shy thing that is easily scared 
away.  The plow [farmer’s plough] must respect it, and the fence 
or hedge make way for it.  It requires a settled state of things, 
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unchanging habits among the people, and long tenure of the 
land; the rill of life that finds its way there must have a 
perennial source, and flow there tomorrow and the next day 
and the next century.  According to Mr.Jennings’s pleasant 
book, Field Paths and Green Lanes the [English] pedestrian 
may go about quite independent of the highway.  Here is a 
glimpse from his pages: 

 “A path across the field, seen from the station, leads 
into a road close by the lodge gate of Mr. Cubett’s 
house.  A little beyond this gate is another and smaller 
one, from which a narrow path ascends straight to the 
top of the hill and comes out just opposite the post-
office on Ranmore Common.  The Common at another 
point may be reached by a shorter cut.  After entering a 
path close by the lodge, open the first gate you come to 
on the right hand.  Cross the road, go through the gate 
opposite, and either follow the road right out upon 
Ranmore Common, past the beautiful deep dell or 
ravine, or take a path which you will see on your left, a 
few yards from the gate.  This winds through a very 
pretty wood, with glimpses of the valley here and there 
on the way, and eventually brings you out upon the 
carriage-drive to the house. Turn to the right and you 
will soon find yourself upon the Common.  A road or 
path opens out in front of the upper lodge gate.  Follow 
that and it will take you to a small piece of water from 
whence a green path strikes off to the right, and this will 
lead you all across the Common in a northerly 
direction.” 
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Thus we may see how the country is threaded with paths.  A 
later writer, the author of The Gamekeeper at Home and other 
books, says:  

“Those only know a country who are acquainted with its 
footpaths.  By the roads, indeed, the outside may be 
seen; but the footpaths go through the heart of the land.  
There are routes by which mile after mile may be 
traveled without leaving the sward.  So you may pass 
from village to village; now crossing green meadows, 
now cornfields, over brooks, past woods, through 
farmyard and rick ‘barken.’” 

—  John Burroughs, The Writings of John Burroughs. 

 

   “What can Hawthorne mean by saying in his English diary 
that… “an American would never understand the passage in 
Bunyan [author of the book Pilgrim’s Progress] about Christian 
and Hopeful going astray along a by-path into the grounds of 
Giant Despair, from there being no stiles and by-paths in our 
country” ?  So much of the charm of American pedestrianism 
lies in the by-paths!  For instance, the whole interior of Cape 
Ann, beyond Gloucester, is a continuous  woodland, with 
granite ledges everywhere cropping  out, around which the 
high-road winds, following  the curving and indented line of 
the sea, and dotted here and there with fishing hamlets. This 
whole interior is traversed by a network of footpaths, rarely 
passable for a wagon, and not always for a horse, but enabling 
the pedestrian to go from any one of these villages to any 
other, in a line almost direct, and always under an agreeable 
shade.  By the longest of these hidden ways, one may go from 
Pigeon Cove to Gloucester, ten miles, without seeing a public 
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road. In the little inn at the former village there used to hang 
an old map of this whole forest region, giving a chart of some 
of these paths, which were said to date back to the first 
settlement of the country.  One of them, for instance, was 
called on the map ‘Old Eoad from Sandy Bay to Squam 
Meeting-house through the Woods’; but the road is now 
scarcely even a bridle-path [horse path], and the most faithful 
worshipper could not seek Squam Meeting-house in the 
family vehicle. Those woods have been lately devastated; but 
when I first knew that region, it was as good as any German 
forest.  Often we stepped almost from the edge of the sea into 
some gap in the woods; there seemed hardly more than a 
rabbit-track, yet presently we met some wayfarer who had 
crossed the Cape by it.” 

—  Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Oldport Days. 

 

   “Church-going is aided by the advantages for pedestrianism 
which England affords.  There are footpaths across the fields, 
easy to discover, which are as truly highways for the 
pedestrian, as the road is for the carriage, and whereon the 
pedestrian has as much legal right as on the public road.”   

— L.A., “Editorial Correspondence”, The Outlook, 14th Sept 
1895. 

 

   “It is the charm of pedestrian journeys that they convert the 
grandest avenues to footpaths.  Through them alone we gain 
intimate knowledge of the people, and of nature, and indeed of 
ourselves.  It is easy to hurry too fast for our best reflections. 
The thoughts that the railway affords us are dusty thoughts; 
we ask the news, read the journals, question our neighbor, and 
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wish to know what is going on because we are a part of it. It is 
only in the footpath that our minds, like our bodies, move 
slowly, and we traverse thought, like space, with a patient 
thoroughness.”  

 — Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Oldport Days. 

 

grunts 
   “[the usual] defence of solitary walking rested largely on the 
mistaken idea that if you walk in company you are bound to 
talk; they did not realise that even silence can be corporate, 
nay, that there is a concrete and positive taciturnity of two far 
more satisfying than the negative voicelessness of one. They 
did not know how grunts can reveal the man and ejaculations 
create and foster friendship. The silent contemplation of 
walking is aided, not hindered, by the presence of another 
silent contemplator at your side.”   

—  Arthur Hugh Sidgwick, Walking Essays. 

 

harassment 
   “Looking backwards from the vantage-ground of time upon 
the age which closed with the year 1799, it requires no small 
mental effort to realise that London [was] marred by 
numerous disfigurements […] Not a few of the principal 
thoroughfares still remained unpaved; and, as a consequence 
of this every shopkeeper and householder paved the space in 
front of his door entirely in accordance with his own peculiar 
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ideas.  Such pavements as were in existence consisted of round 
stones taken fresh from the quarry, and thrown down at 
random; so that it was almost next to impossible for wayfarers 
to find repose for the soles of their feet. […] The middle of a 
thoroughfare was either generally full of cavities which 
harboured water and filth— removed only at the convenience 
of the scavengers — or else was occupied by a succession of 
dirty puddles, five or six inches deep, which, when stirred up 
by the cart-wheels and horses’ hoofs, smothered the pedestrian 
from head to foot, filled the passing coaches and carriages 
when their windows were not closed, and daubed all the lower 
parts of shop and house-fronts.  On either side of every 
thoroughfare ran a miry ditch, in the truest sense of the word, 
commonly called ‘the kennel,’ that, during the prevalence of 
tempestuous weather, was often swollen well-nigh to 
overflowing, and in hot weather positively pestilential, by 
reason of the various fumes emitted by the heaps of garbage 
and rubbish, ‘of all hues and odours,’ of which it was made the 
receptacle.  Through these veritable morasses, when they had 
attained ‘full tide,’ it afforded infinite gratification to 
coachmen and carters to urge their horses, and to splash 
purposely every decently-dressed person they met on the way.   

Well might the poet Gay counsel the London pedestrians ever 
to be watchful to maintain the wall — by which he meant that 
they should keep as closely as they possibly could to the shop 
and house-fronts.’  This was one of the golden rules of  ‘the art 
of walking the streets’ which no person outside the precincts 
of Bedlam at that time would so much as have dreamed of 
despising. Dr. Johnson relates that, when his mother lived in 
London, there were two sets of people, those who gave the wall 
and those who took it — the peaceable and the quarrelsome; 
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and that when he returned to Lichfield in 1737, after 
sojourning in London, she asked him whether he was one of 
those who gave the wall or of those who took it. ‘Now,’ said he, 
‘it is fixed that every man keeps to the right; or, if one is taking 
the wall, another yields it, and it is never a dispute.’”  

— William Connor Sydney, England and the English in the 
eighteenth century. 

 

“a race that neglects or despises this primitive gift [of walking], 
that fears the touch of the soil, that has no footpaths, no 
community of ownership in the land which they imply, that 
warns off the walker as a trespasser, that knows no way but the 
highway, the carriage-way, that forgets the stile, the foot-
bridge, that even ignores the rights of the pedestrian in the 
public road, providing no escape for him but in the ditch or up 
the bank, is in a fair way to far more serious degeneracy.” 

 —  John Borroughs, “The Exhilarations of the Road”. 

 

inclement 
    “There is no time or weather, in England at least, in which a 
man walking does not feel his cousinship with everything 
round.  There are weathers that are intolerable if you are 
doing anything else but walking: if you are crouching still 
against a storm or if you are driving against it; or if you are 
riding in extreme cold; or if you are running too quickly in 
extreme heat; but it is not so with walking. You may walk by 
night or by day, in summer or in winter, in fair weather or in 
foul, in calm or in a gale, and in every case you are doing 
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something native to yourself and going the best way you could 
go. All men have felt this.”  

— Hillare Belloc, On Walking. 

 

   “The English pedestrian, no doubt, has the advantage of us 
in the matter of climate; for notwithstanding the traditional 
gloom and moroseness of English skies, they have in that 
country none of those relaxing, sinking, enervating days, of 
which we have so many here [in America], and which seem 
especially trying to the female constitution — days which 
withdraw all support from the back and loins, and render 
walking of all things burdensome. Theirs is a climate of which 
it has been said that “it invites men abroad more days in the 
year and more hours in the day than that of any other 
country.”  

— John Burroughs, “The Exhilarations of the Road”. 

 

joy 
   “The men [on a trail of the 1880s] had fallen into a measured 
stride to which it was our work of grace to get accustomed; for 
at first it seemed to me that a fine little snap happened in my 
ears and the back of my head at every second footfall; but it 
wore off as we proceeded, and I began to exult in a 
pedestrianism I could never have accomplished for myself, and 
to feel as if all the play of the muscles and the free, unlabored 
swing of the walk, and the joy of assured power over the 
splendid distance that lay forth before us to be gathered in step 
by step, were my very own.  It was like being a strong man, 
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with a full credit of strength to draw upon, instead of a feeble 
woman who pays painfully as she goes, and realizes her 
shortening limit with every disbursement.  The meadows, — 
the long field-paths through the farm-places, the wild climb 
up their sides by undiscerned ways to be unraveled as we 
followed them, — the distant ridges and summits, — all were 
ours; yes, and every little blade and flower and moss-cup and 
pebble upon  the path, as they are only to those who walk.  I 
was entering into a pleasure the mere mechanical part of which 
I had not known since I was a little tireless, springing child, or 
a girl full of gay energy and delight in doing.”   

— Adeline Dutton Train Whitney, Sighs and Insights. 

 

   “… who that has experienced it would exchange the 
exhilaration that comes from being ‘all in a glow’ after a brisk 
walk through the sparkling air, for the social or merely lazy 
satisfaction of having had a ride?” 

— Donahoe's magazine, 1881. 

 

   “For it was when I was labouring at my desk that the notes of 
the instrument were grateful and helpful to me.  […] Even the 
street organs put me in a happy mood; I owe many a page to 
them — written when I should else have been sunk in bilious 
gloom. More than once, too, when I was walking London 
streets by night, penniless and miserable, music from an open 
window has stayed my step, even as yesterday.  Very well can I 
remember such a moment in Eaton Square, one night when I 
was going back to Chelsea, tired, hungry, racked by frustrate 
passions. I had tramped miles and miles, in the hope of 
wearying myself so that I could sleep and forget.  Then came 
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the piano notes — I saw that there was festival in the house — 
and for an hour or so I revelled as none of the bidden guests 
could possibly be doing.  And when I reached my poor 
lodgings, I was no longer envious nor mad with desires, but as 
I fell asleep I thanked the unknown mortal who had played for 
me, and given me peace.”   

—  George Gissing, The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft. 

 

   “A sedentary population, accustomed, besides, to the strange 
mechanical bearing of the common tramp, can in no wise 
explain to itself the gaiety of these passers-by.   I knew one 
man who was arrested as a runaway lunatic, because, although 
a full-grown person with a red beard, he skipped as he went 
like a child.”   

—  Robert Louis Stevenson, “Walking Tours”. 

 

knapsacks 
   “During the first day or so [of a walk] there are moments of 
bitterness, when the traveler feels more than coldly towards his 
knapsack, when he is half in a mind to throw it bodily over the 
hedge and, like Christian [in the book A Pilgrim’s Progress] on a 
similar occasion, “give three leaps and go on singing.”  And yet 
it soon acquires a property of easiness. It becomes magnetic; 
the spirit of the journey enters into it. And no sooner have you 
passed the straps over your shoulder than the lees of sleep are 
cleared from you, you pull yourself together with a shake and 
fall at once into your stride.”  

—  Robert Louis Stevenson, “Walking Tours”. 
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literature 
   “Not many people have learned how to walk; and very very 
few of those have been writers. Indeed it is an art whose 
acquisition has been hindered most of all by the books of 
appreciation written round it.  Walking has been written to 
death.  Most of us have been lamed by sharp pens.  By 
Stevenson’s pen, by Hazlitt’s, by Borrow’s.  They have made it 
a department of literary culture.”   

—  Dixon Scott, A Number of Things. 

 

   “Men of genius and literature however, still go on foot; there 
is certainly great spirit in keeping a carriage, but genius 
trudges through the mire."  

— Louis-Sébastien Mercier, Paris Delineated. 

 

maps 
     “The natural walking pace of different individuals varies, 
but most may train themselves into pacing yards with 
considerable accuracy.” — Hamilton Richards, Military 
surveying and field sketching. 

 

    “When walking over and geologically mapping any area, it 
may seem almost impossible to, as it were, convert oneself into 
a surveying machine to simply dig out certain physical facts to 
put down on paper what one actually sees or discovers, and for 
the time do nothing more yet this is the best plan that could be 
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adopted.  The occupation itself affords much ground for  
speculation, as to the extent of this rock, and the thickness of 
that, the relation of the one to the other, the age of each, and 
the amount of denudation to which it may have been 
subjected.  This is pleasant amusement enough, and in one 
sense profitable also, but a geologist thus reasoning in his own 
mind before he has obtained sufficient data on which to base 
his ideas is really theorising; and it is astonishing to find how 
readily the facts afterwards ascertained may seem to support a 
[spurious] theory thus pre-conceived.  

—William Henry Penning, Field Geology. 

 

   “What do maps and records and guide-books really tell [of 
the city, for] these ancient [unregarded] places are dreaming 
gorgeously and overflowing with wonder and terror and 
escapes from the commonplace, and yet there’s not a living 
soul to understand or profit by them.”  

— H.P. Lovecraft, “Pickman’s Model”. 

  

naturalists 
   “There are two companions, with one or other of whom it is 
desirable to go out on a tramp.  One is an artist, that is, who 
has an eye for beauty.  If you use a good and skilful 
companion, you shall see through his eyes; and, if they be of 
great discernment, you will learn wonderful secrets. … The 
other is a naturalist, for the reason that it is much better to 
learn the elements of geology, of botany, or ornithology and 
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astronomy by word of mouth from a companion than dully 
from a book.”  

— Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Notes on Walking”. 

 

others 
   “Of course it is of no use to direct our steps to the woods if 
they do not carry us thither.  I am alarmed when it happens 
that I have walked a mile into the woods bodily without 
getting there in spirit.  In my afternoon walk I would fain 
forget all my morning occupations and my obligations to 
society. But it sometimes happens that I cannot easily shake 
off the village.  The thought of some work will run in my head, 
and I am not where my body is — I am out of my senses.”   

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 

 

   “Once in every man’s youth there comes the hour when he 
must learn, what no one ever yet believed save on the authority 
of his own experience, that the world was not created to make 
him happy.  In such cases, as in that of Teufelsdrockh [a 
fictitious German professor], grim Walking’s the rule. Every 
man must once at least in life have the great vision of Earth as 
Hell. Then, while his soul within him is molten lava that will 
take some lifelong shape of good or bad when it cools, let him 
set out and walk, whatever the weather, wherever he is, be it in 
the depths of London, and let him walk grimly, well if it is by 
night, to avoid the vulgar sights and faces of men, appearing to 
him, in his then daemonic mood, as base beyond all endurance. 
Let him walk until his flesh curse his spirit for driving it on, 
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and his spirit spend its rage on his flesh in forcing it still 
pitilessly to sway the legs.  Then the fire within him will not 
turn to soot and choke him, as it chokes those who linger at 
home with their grief, motionless, between four mean, lifeless 
walls.”   

—  George Macaulay Trevelyan, Clio, a muse, and other essays 
literary and pedestrian. 

 

parks 
   “What would become of us if we walked only in the garden 
or a mall?  Even some sects of philosophers have felt the 
necessity of importing the woods to themselves, since they did 
not go to the woods.  ‘They planted groves and walks of 
Platanes,’ where they took ‘Ambulationes subdiales’ [Sun 
Walks] in porticos open to the air.”   

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 

 

   “When a man walks upon the ground, the birds fly in the 
air.” — Encyclopaedia Londinensis, or, Universal dictionary of 
arts. 

 

quibbles 
   “… the subject [of sound walking equipment] bristles with 
controversial points. The structure and fortification of boots; 
the requisite number of pairs of socks; the rival claims of long 
trousers and short trousers, with the subvariants of short 
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trousers buckling at the knees, short trousers with box-cloth 
continuations, and short trousers with homogeneous 
continuations; the configuration of coats; the shape of hats (if 
any); the functions of waistcoats; the necessity of ties; the 
moral value of walking-sticks; all these subjects of controversy 
meet us before we reach the really fundamental questions of 
food and drink and knapsacks and their contents.”   

— Arthur Hugh Sidgwick, Walking Essays. 

 

remembering 
   “For those who can understand it and practise it this life is 
the most active and fruitful. An intelligent and conscious 
stroller who fulfils his duties with painstaking exactitude, that 
is, who observes everything and remembers everything, can play the 
most important role in the republic of the arts. This man is an 
ambulant daguerreotype [early type of  photograph], passionately 
preserving the slightest traces, and in him the course of events 
and the movement of the city are reproduced.”   

— Victor Fournel. 

 

   “The true Flâneur [an idle and elegant city stroller] has a 
horror of all definite aim; he never seeks, he trusts to chance.  
His mind is like a sensitive blank photograph plate, ready for 
any impression which may present itself.”  

— Charles Bernard Derosne, Ten years of imperialism in 
France: impressions of a flâneur. 
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    “The memory of a friendship that has brightened one's 
whole life survives not as a series of incidents but as a general 
impression of the friend's characteristic qualities due to the 
superposition of innumerable forgotten pictures. I remember 
him, not the specific conversations by which he revealed 
himself. The memories of walks, on the other hand, are all 
localised and dated; they are hitched on to particular times and 
places; they spontaneously form a kind of calendar or 
connecting thread upon which other memories may be strung. 
As I look back, a long series of little vignettes [brief evocative 
descriptions] presents itself, each representing a definite stage 
of my earthly pilgrimage summed up and embodied in a walk. 
Their background of scenery recalls places once familiar, and 
the thoughts associated with the places revive thoughts of the 
contemporary occupations.”   

—  Leslie Stephen, “In Praise of Walking”. 

 

   “Have you a knack for sketching?  Then take a sketch-book 
with you.  A camera will do more and do it quicker, but it is 
heavy, it implies plates, chemicals, and dark rooms, while the 
sketch gives results that the photograph cannot. As you look at 
the drawing in later years it all comes back to you, because 
your attention was vigorously applied to the subject. They say 
that you will remember a view if you look at it so long and 
steadily that when you turn away you can still see it. On the 
same principle the theme of the drawing stays by you.”   

—  Charles M. Skinner, With Feet to the Earth. 

 

   “I up to the top of Barking steeple, and there saw the saddest 
sight of desolation that I ever saw; every where great fires, 
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oyle-cellars, and brimstone, and other things burning. I 
became afeard to stay there long, and therefore down again as 
fast as I could, the fire being spread as far as I could see it; and 
to Sir W. Pen’s, and there eat a piece of cold meat, having 
eaten nothing since Sunday, but the remains of Sunday’s 
dinner.  […]  I walked into the town, and find Fanchurch-
streete, Gracious-streete; and Lumbard-streete all in dust. 
The Exchange a sad sight, nothing standing there, of all the 
statues or pillars, but Sir Thomas Gresham’s picture in the 
corner. Walked into Moorefields (our feet ready to burn, 
walking through the towne among the hot coles), and find that 
full of people, and poor wretches carrying their good there, 
and every body keeping his goods together by themselves (and 
a great blessing it is to them that it is fair weathe for them to 
keep abroad night and day); drank there, and paid two-pence 
for a plain penny loaf.  Thence homeward, having passed 
through Cheapside and Newgate Market, all burned, and seen 
Anthony Joyce’s House in fire. And took up (which I keep by 
me) a piece of glasse of Mercers’ Chappell in the streete, 
where much more was, so melted and buckled with the heat of 
the fire like parchment.  I also did see a poor cat taken out of a 
hole in the chimney, joyning to the wall of the Exchange; with, 
the hair all burned off the body, and yet alive. So home at 
night, and find there good hopes of saving our office; but great 
endeavours of watching [for the fire] all night, and having men 
ready; and so we lodged them in the office, and had drink and 
bread and cheese for them.”  

—  Pepys' Diary, Wednesday 5th September 1666. 
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song 
   “To sing, hum, burble, whistle or generally adumbrate music 
is at once the distinction and the pride, the duty and the 
pleasure, of walkers.  Under the influence of a fine day and a 
pleasant country the voiceless and tone-deaf have been known 
to emit sounds coming well within the orchestral range […] 
The simple foot-beat is undoubtedly a potent link between 
walkers and music; […] the natural beat of the foot and the 
bodily exhilaration of walking, account for a good many of the 
ordinary walking songs, the cheerful melodies of simple 
rhythm, […]a man may whistle a theme when he starts in the 
morning, forget all about it as he sinks into the contemplation 
of walking, and yet find at evening that all the day it has been 
working in the fabric of his thought; and when next he hears it 
on an orchestra it will come to him with an added richness of 
meaning, with a suggestion of the wind in his ears, the shower 
on his face, and a large contemplation enwrapping him.”   

—  Arthur Hugh Sidgwick , Walking Essays. 

 

    “Wandering theatres are a marked feature in English rural 
life. I have many times happened upon little companies of 
humble travelling actors and actresses, with their modest 
stocks of properties, wardrobes, etc., prepared to set up, in 
some cases, a temporary theatre in those hamlets and villages 
which seemed to promise them paying patronage. This 
extemporized exhibition-room was sometimes a tent which 
they carried with them; and sometimes a house on wheels, in 
which they travelled and lived, simply extended a little when 
made to serve as show-room. A still more humble class of 
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strolling performers are those jugglers, acrobats, and sleight-
of-hand artists, whose home at night is the cheapest inn to be 
had, and whose stage and audience-room is any available patch 
of ground they may seize upon, in a locality likely to call 
around them a paying group of spectators.”  

—  Claudius Buchanan Patten, England as seen by an American 
banker; notes of a pedestrian tour. 

 

   “WANTED, a WALKING SINGING LADY, stating 
her lowest Terms.”  

—  notice in Punch magazine of London, 1869. 

 

   “English cities and large towns are a perfect paradise for 
street-musicians. Only a narrow channel separates England 
from the Continental home of the needy organ-grinder, the 
street string-bands and brass-bands, and they float over in 
strong force. Stray about town in London, Birmingham, 
Newcastle, or other English cities at the close of any pleasant 
day in summer, and you will find a crowd hanging upon the 
strains of a German band of wind instruments in one street; a 
string-band sawing their elbows with frantic violence in the 
next; an organ-grinder vigorously grinding out his cranky 
music in the next alley; and a species of piano on trucks, played 
also by turning a wheel, still farther on. The crowds listen, the 
hat goes its seductive rounds, the half-pennies fly in, the police 
stand by, and the performers are not ordered to “move on” 
unless the streets become too much blocked.  The ruling 
majority goes in for street-music, pays pretty well for it, and 
stands up for the organman and the monkey, the brass-band 
and the fiddles.  A sensitive, nervous minority often sets up a 
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howl of opposition against the wandering melodists; and 
[newspaper] editors, and other brain-workers of the crowded 
towns, have been known to work themselves up into an 
agonized opposition to them.”   

—  Claudius Buchanan Patten, England as seen by an American 
banker; notes of a pedestrian tour. 

 

trespass 
   “I looked out for notices that trespassers would be 
prosecuted. That gave a strong presumption that the trespass 
must have some attraction.  [These signs were a] reminder of 
the many delicious bits of walking which, even in the 
neighbourhood of London, await the man who has no 
superstitious reverence for legal rights.  It is indeed surprising 
how many charming walks can be contrived by a judicious 
combination of a little trespassing with the rights of way 
happily preserved over so many commons and footpaths.”  

— Leslie Stephen, “In Praise of Walking”. 

 

   “[I followed in south Warwickshire, England] a well-worn path 
along the hedgerows and through the meadows and turnip 
patches.  The traveller in it has the privilege of crossing the 
railroad track, an unusual privilege in England, and one 
denied to the lord in his carriage, who must either go over or 
under it.  It is a privilege, is it not, to be allowed the forbidden, 
even if it be the privilege of being run over by the [railway] 
engine.”  

— John Borroughs, “The Exhilarations of the Road”. 
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   “[The reason for the] larger liberty of the pedestrian [in the 
British Isles]  is that the Englishman stands up, not only for his 
own rights, but for the rights of the public as represented in 
himself.  In Scotland for years the moors have been open and 
unfenced.  Latterly landlords are attempting to shut out the 
public in order to preserve them more effectually for game.  
But the public declines to be shut out. I had a conversation on 
this subject with an Englishman whose sweet pacific temper is 
known on both sides of the Atlantic.  He is summering in 
Scotland, and is a great pedestrian. The gamekeepers every 
now and then undertake to warn him off the moors. ‘I always,’ 
he said, ‘give the gamekeeper my card, and tell him that he is 
quite right to obey orders, but I am quite right to disregard 
them.  But if his master thinks I am trespassing, he can bring a 
suit against me.’ I have since learned that the rambling clubs of 
Scotland, of which there are many, have met with the same 
difficulty, have issued the same challenge to the landlords not 
always in so gracious a spirit to take the issue into the courts 
for decision, but the landlords never have ventured to accept 
the invitation.”  

— L. A.. “Editorial Correspondence”, The Outlook, 14th Sept 
1895. 

urban 
   “Walking in company in a town [in the daytime] is really a 
mockery. Not only are you hampered by other people, so that 
your attention is kept perpetually on them and off your 
companions: but your line is forever being broken and 
reuniting, so that there is no chance of developing a communal 
swing and stride.  Worse than that, the atmosphere of a town 
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induces that dangerous combination of physical oppression 
and mental activity which leads to brilliant conversation: you 
shout epigrams across the roar of the traffic, and coruscate 
with wit as you dodge among perambulators [prams, baby 
buggies].   […] the only possible thing in a town is to walk alone. 
This being so, it may be asked whether town-walking is worth 
doing at all [except at night].  All the circumstances which make 
town-walking solitary apply ten thousand fold in London. But 
if you accept this condition, and walk London alone, you will 
find a very curious thing, namely that in this biggest and most 
monstrous of all towns you approach most nearly to pure 
rusticity. It all springs from one simple fact: there are so many 
people in London that they do not notice each other.  If the 
Londoner paid the slightest attention to his neighbor he 
would go mad in a fortnight. It is physically impossible for him 
to notice every one he sees; consequently, he gets into the 
habit of simply overlooking them, and they become, for 
practical purposes, not there.  A Londoner walking along a 
crowded street is really alone in the wilderness: the men are 
simply as trees walking.”   

—  Arthur Hugh Sidgwick, Walking Essays.   

 

   “The evening has its perils for the pedestrian.  Wooden 
shop-fronts suddenly descend; tottering planks and long 
ladders, carried on the shoulders of labourers returning from 
their work, threaten his head.  The night is still more 
dangerous.  If he essay to cross the road, unescorted by the 
‘link-boy’s smoky light,’ he runs the risk of breaking his shins 
against some porter’s load, resting on an alehouse bench, or 
besmirching his white stocking with the muddy wheel of a 
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barrow. He may fall into an open cellar, or upset a 
costermonger’s stall [fruit & vegetables seller].  Even the link-
boy is not to be trusted.  In some dark alley he may ‘dowse the 
glim’ [i.e.: shutter the lamp he carries], and rob his convoy with 
the help of his confederates.  Then, too, wander [forth tavern 
drunkards] flown with insolence and wine —Nickers, Scourers, 
and Mohocks— and maltreat the belated wayfarer.”  

—  W.H. Williams, Introduction to Trivia by John Gay. 

 

   “There is a different character in a night crowd from that of 
the day.  Timid and conservative folk are afraid of the dark, as 
if they were likely to tread on the tails of cobras or dinosaurs 
on their door-steps; so the people of the street have something 
of the gay, the reckless, the vicious.… we have only to turn in at 
the doorway, and we have as good as a daylight quantity of the 
trifling and unwise: people dining, dicing, dancing, laughing, 
singing, acting, after the fatigues of the day.  Perhaps they are 
more themselves than they are at their desks and benches. It is 
worth our while to prowl, if only to listen to the sounds that 
come through windows: the talk of company; the crash of 
rifle-butts on an armory floor; the beating of mugs on a table 
in a comers [canteen]; the wailing and whining of two amateurs 
who suppose that they are singing a duet; the screechy mirth 
of shop-girls at the ball of the McCabe Association [a 
Lutheran Christian organisation]; the strange snarl of a Chinese 
fiddle in the back room of a laundry; the applause and racket as 
the political speaker in the hall concludes his remarks, 
beaming with satisfaction that he has convinced a lot of people 
who were already convinced; and hark! the throbbing of an 
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organ and a chant.  In all this lightness the conscience of the 
city is awake, and hope still claims the hearts of men.”   

—  Charles M. Skinner, With Feet to the Earth. 

 

    “Some of these rambles led me to great distances; for an 
opium-eater is too happy to observe the motion of time. And 
sometimes, in my attempts to steer homewards, upon nautical 
principles, by fixing my eye on the pole-star, and seeking 
ambitiously for a north-west passage, instead of 
circumnavigating all the capes and head-lands I had doubled 
in my outward voyage, I came suddenly upon such knotty 
problems of alleys, such enigmatical  entries, and such sphinx’s 
riddles of streets without thoroughfares, as must, I conceive, 
baffle the audacity of porters, and confound the intellects of 
hackney-coachmen, I could almost have believed at times, that 
I must be the first discoverer of some of these terra incognita, 
and doubted whether they had yet been laid down in the 
modern charts of London.”    

— De Quincey, Confessions of an English opium-eater. 

 

   “We find in prowling at night a reversal of many effects we 
are used to, a reversal as complete as that from light to dark. 
This mass of masonry, three hundred feet high, that by day 
seems to crush the earth  —  it is phantom architecture now; a 
cloud form beetling down from the stars, and only a shade 
more tangible as it descends into gaslight. Here is a row of 
dwellings not yet roofed. By day it is cheap. By night it is the 
walls of Troy.  Look along this avenue, where at noon the ash-
carts clatter and refuse blows into the eyes: it is now a highway 
into fairy-land, with a double row of white stars beaconing the 
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way.  So the little square, so green, so joyous in the sun, is now 
a space of blankness and blackness, all its life of tree and flower 
concealed or hinted merely in crouching shapes and phosphor 
patches.  Distances are confused… In Europe I made a practice 
of reaching the cities after dark, gaining my first impressions 
of them in the night. They are dream towns in my memory, 
and the half seen stays with me more securely than the 
obvious.”   

—  Charles M. Skinner, With Feet to the Earth. 

 

   “Since the soldiers of Cromwell [the English Puritan] shut up 
the people's playhouses [theatres] and destroyed their pleasure 
fields, the Anglo-Saxon city has turned over the provision for 
public recreation to the most evil-minded and the most 
unscrupulous members of the community.  We see thousands 
of girls walking up and down the streets on a pleasant evening 
with no chance to catch a sight of pleasure even through a 
lighted window, save as these lurid places provide it. 
Apparently the modern city sees in these girls only two 
possibilities, both of them commercial: first, a chance to 
utilize by day their new and tender labor power in its factories 
and shops, and then another chance in the evening to extract 
from them their petty wages by pandering to their love of 
pleasure.  As these overworked girls stream along the street, 
the rest of us see only the self-conscious walk, the giggling 
speech, the preposterous clothing.  And yet through the huge 
hat, with its wilderness of bedraggled feathers, the girl 
announces to the world that she is here. She demands 
attention to the fact of her existence; she states that she is 
ready to live, to take her place in the world.  The most precious 
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moment in human development is the young creature’s 
assertion that he is unlike any other human being, and has an 
individual contribution to make to the world. […] Is it only the 
artists who really see these young creatures as they are?”   

—  Jane Addams, The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets. 

 

“Each policeman has to walk 20 miles every day in going his 
rounds, and to attend, charges [the charging of those arrested] at 
the police offices.”   

—The Athenæum of London, 1839. 

 

   “The streets grew very quiet and lonely after the theatre 
crowd had gone home. Only were to be seen the ubiquitous 
policemen, flashing their dark lanterns into doorways and 
alleys, and men and women and boys taking shelter in the lee 
of buildings from the wind and rain.  Piccadilly, however, was 
not quite so deserted.  Its pavements were brightened by well-
dressed women without escort, and there was more life and 
action there than elsewhere, due to the process of finding 
escort.  But by three o’clock the last of them had vanished, and 
it was then indeed lonely.”   

 —  Jack London, The People of the Abyss, of London in the 
early 1900s. 

 

   “Drunks walk the streets at their peril. There are specialists 
who wait for them, listening with tuned ears for the stagger 
step.  Women walk the streets not so much at their peril as 
beyond it. It is understood that any woman walking around at 
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night is a prostitute, and in fact one who is near the end of her 
career.”   

—  Harper’s Magazine, of American cities in 1909. 

 

   “Physicians and a few other favored classes are allowed the 
privilege of walking the streets of their cities after dark.  
Otherwise the streets are absolutely abandoned.”  

— The Independent, 1910, of heavily policed German provincial 
cities in 1910. 

 

uncanny 

    “The walker in the familiar fields which stretch around my 
native town sometimes finds himself in another land than is 
described in their owners’ deeds, as it were in some far-away 
field on the confines of the actual Concord [New England], 
where her jurisdiction ceases, and the idea which the word 
Concord suggests ceases to be suggested.  These farms which I 
have myself surveyed, these bounds which I have set up, 
appear dimly still as through a mist; but they have no 
chemistry to fix them; they fade from the surface of the glass; 
and the picture which the painter painted stands out dimly 
from beneath. The world with which we are commonly 
acquainted leaves no trace.”  

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 

 

   “I chose next to wander by Bethlehem Hospital [a madhouse]; 
partly, because I had a night fancy in my head which could be 
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best pursued within sight of its walls and dome. And the fancy 
was this: Are not the sane and the insane equal at night as the 
sane lie a dreaming?  Are not all of us outside this hospital, 
who dream, more or less in the condition of those inside it, 
every night of our lives?  Are we not nightly persuaded, as they 
daily are, that we associate preposterously with kings and 
queens, emperors and empresses, and notabilities of all sorts? 
Do we not nightly jumble events and personages and times and 
places, as these do daily?  Are we not sometimes troubled by 
our own sleeping inconsistencies, and do we not vexedly try to 
account for them or excuse them, just as these do sometimes in 
respect of their waking delusions?  Said an afflicted man to me, 
when I was last in a hospital like this, “Sir, I can frequently 
fly.” I was half ashamed to reflect that so could I by night [in 
my dreams]" 

— Charles Dickens, “Night Walks” in The Uncommercial 
Traveller. 

 

    “Under the influence of this heavenly body [the moon] the 
moonstruck individual is actually enticed from his bed, often 
gazes fixedly at the moon, stands at the window or climbs out 
of it, “with the surefootedness of the sleep walker,” climbs up 
upon the roof and walks about there or, without stumbling, 
goes into the open. In short, he carries out all sorts of complex 
actions. Only it would be dangerous to call the wanderer by 
name, for then he would not only waken where he was, but he 
would collapse frequently and fall headlong with fright if he 
found himself on a height.”  

— Isidor Isaak Sadger, Sleep Walking and Moon Walking. 
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“To walk up a gradual incline is a conundrum to the senses, it 
being difficult to embrace as a reality, that which the eye, 
usually so reliable, refuses to accept. But he has to, in spite of 
the version of the eyes reporting it to be level, the tired legs 
and the short quick breaths unerringly revealing the true 
situation; you are walking up hill and no mistake.”  

—  Nehemias Tjernagel, Paragraphs of a Pedestrian. 

 

   “But now, how few people I see, and those walking like 
people that have taken leave of the world.... I to the Exchange, 
and I think there was not 50 people upon it and but few more 
like to be, as they told me, Sir G Smith and others. Thus I 
think to take Adieu [say goodbye] today of London streets.” 

— Pepys’s Diary, 28th August 1665, on the plague in London. 

 

variety 
    “The streets of a great city have always had a fascination for 
poets, from the psalmist who walked about Zion telling the 
towers thereof, to the mystic who mused over the domes and 
temples of London asleep in the morning light. Horace used 
to saunter through the Forum in the evening, pricing 
cabbages and corn, and listening to the fortune-tellers.  
Juvenal has left us etchings of the monkey performing as a 
legionary on the back of a goat, and then munching a reviled 
apple in a corner of the embankment; and the long-shore 
crimping house, where jack-tars caroused cheek by jowl with 
thieves, executioners, and coffin-makers, to the fitful tinkling 
of the eunuch's tambourine.  Langland saw in his vision a 
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London tavern, where mine hostess makes the pudding-ale 
hot I’ th’ mouth with pepper and peony seeds, and Clement 
the cobbler stakes his cloak against Hick the hackney man’s 
hood at the ‘new fair’, the loser to have his cup filled at the 
expense of the winner; where tinker, rat-catcher, and 
scavenger hob-nob from matins till evensong, to the tune of ' 
let go the cup,' with Clarice of Cock’s-lane and Peronelle of 
Flanders. Dan John Lydgate, monk of Bury, tells how 
Flemings cry felt hats and spectacles in the streets of 
mediaeval London; cooks offer pies, ribs of beef, and bread, 
with ale and wine; costermongers shout hot peas, strawberries 
ripe, and cherries on the branch; hawkers vend silk, lawn, 
velvet, and Paris thread in Cheapside; hot sheep’s feet, 
mackerel, and green rushes are cried in Candlewick Street 
near London Stone. He sees his own hood, which had been 
stolen from his shoulders in the crowd, hanging in a shop in 
Cornhill.  The bargeman at Billingsgate will not ferry him 
across the Thames for less than twopence, and London has 
already licked up his last penny for a pint of wine.”  

— W.H. Williams, Introduction to Trivia by John Gay. 

 

  “I have passed all my days in London, until I have formed as 
many and as intense local attachments as any of you 
mountaineers can have done with dead nature.  The lighted 
shops of the Strand and Fleet Street; the innumerable trades, 
tradesmen, and customers, coaches, waggons, playhouses; all 
the bustle and wickedness round about Covent Garden; the 
very women of the Town; the watchmen, drunken scenes, 
rattles; — life awake, if you awake, at all hours of the night; 
the crowds, the very dirt and mud, the sun shining upon 
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houses and pavements; the print-shops, the old book-stalls, 
parsons cheapening [i.e thumbing through] books, coffee-
houses, steams of soups from kitchens, the pantomimes —
London itself a pantomime and a masquerade — all these 
things work themselves into my mind, and feed me, without a 
power of satiating me.  The wonder of these sights impels me 
into night-walks about her crowded streets, and I often shed 
tears in the motley Strand from fullness of joy at so much life.” 

— Charles Lamb to Wordsworth, 30th January 1801. 

 

walkers 
   “I have met with but one or two persons in the course of my 
life who understood the art of Walking, that is, of taking 
walks,—who had a genius, so to speak, for sauntering …”  

— Henry David Thoreau, “Walking, and the Wild”. 

 

   “It would be a fine thing to follow, in a coat of darkness, one 
after another of these wayfarers, some summer morning, for 
the first few miles upon the road.  This one, who walks fast, 
with a keen look in his eyes, is all concentrated in his own 
mind; he is up at his loom, weaving and weaving, to set the 
landscape to words.   This [other] one peers about, as he goes, 
among the grasses; he waits by the canal to watch the dragon-
flies; he leans on the gate of the pasture, and cannot look 
enough upon the complacent cows.   And here comes another 
[one] talking, laughing, and gesticulating to himself.  His face 
changes from time to time, as indignation flashes from his eyes 
or anger clouds his forehead.  He is composing articles, 
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delivering orations, and conducting the most impassioned 
interviews. A little farther on, and it is as like as not he will 
begin to sing.”  

— Robert Louis Stevenson, “Walking Tours”. 

 

   “A guide attended us [in the highlands of Scotland … a very 
small man]. His method of walking and very quick step soon 
excited our attention.  I could hardly keep up with him; he 
paddled by our side, just reaching to my shoulder, like a little 
dog, with his long snout pushed before him — for he had an 
enormous nose, and walked with his head foremost. I said to 
him, “How quick you walk !” he replied, “That was not quick 
walking,” and when I asked him what he called so, he said 
“Five miles an hour,” and then related in how many [few] 
hours he had lately walked from Lanerk to Edinburgh, done 
some errands, and returned to Lanerk […] and added that he 
had an old father who could walk at the rate of four miles an 
hour, for twenty-four miles, any day, and had never had an 
hour’s sickness in his life.”  

— Dorothy Wordsworth, Journals of Dorothy Wordsworth. 

 

   “The ‘art of walking’ smacks of the wager and the 
[sportsman’s] sawdust course.  It is the pedestrian’s art — 
physical, headlong, and, from our present standpoint, wholly 
imbecile and unprofitable.  Getting over the ground is its sole 
ambition; and while it were well enough in its proper place, it 
is, unhappily, not confined to the sawdust track.  Its spirit has 
become a contagion.  We see it running riot every summer in 
our country pilgrimages.  It climbs the mountain for the 
simple glory of the feat.  It spins out the miles into the tens 
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and twenties with pride of physical endurance, ploughing its 
way through Nature’s fields and meadows with no higher 
purpose than is invoked in the simple question of time and 
speed — seemingly to pass by unheeded or tread underfoot the 
greatest number of Nature’s treasures in the shortest space of 
time.”  

— William Hamilton Gibson, the essay “Among Our 
Footprints” in Highways and Byways. 

 

   “Feet, it is to be hoped, were given to the human race for 
some better purpose than walking upon [...] a man, being a 
mere biped, should know better than to walk, except on short 
journeys across the room, &c. when walking has always 
appeared to us, except in cases of extreme corpulency, at once 
one of the elegancies and necessaries of life. But a pedestrian 
pursuing the picturesque up hill and down dale, ill protected 
by clouds of dust from a burning sun, with a mouth and throat 
parched and baked with thirst, brows pouring with sweat, 
cheeks naming like a north-west moon, breeches chafing far 
worse than the sea, and shoes peeling heel and pinching toe, 
till a walk is of all of a composite order including drawl, drag, 
shuffle, sneak, lumber, and limp we venture humbly to 
suggest, that a gentleman so circumstanced must be a 
prejudiced spectator of the beauties of nature. [...] There is an 
absolute class of them, one and all as odious as he and they are 
as follows : Creatures of literary, metaphysical, and poetical 
habits, who write, we shall suppose, for the London 
Magazines. They must all see the Lakes, forsooth, and visit 
Mr Wordsworth.” 

— John Wilson, Essays critical and imaginative. 
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xenophobia 
“Taking Nietzsche's walking stick in hand, Mr. Hitler strode 
through the crowd to great huzzahs."  

— Times of London, 4th November 1933.  (At the end of a visit 
in Nov. 1933, Nietzsche's sister gave to Hitler Nietzsche's 
walking stick). 

 

youths 
   “Runners distribute handbills advertising cheap tailors, or 
seventh-born doctors.  Cutpurses, pickpockets, and shoplifters 
abound.  The ‘subtle artist’, tempted by the silver hilt, steals 
your sword in the crowd; unfelt fingers lighten your pocket of 
watch and snuffbox; even your wig is not safe from the child 
carried in a basket on the thief’s shoulders.  The pickpocket, 
chased with cries of Stop thief ! dodges nimbly through the 
crowd, but is caught and put under the pump, or ducked in the 
horsepond.  ‘Guinea-droppers’ play the confidence trick on 
the unsuspecting countryman; card-sharpers and thimble-
riggers tempt his credulity; professional bravoes [duelers] 
force a quarrel on him.” 

 —  W.H. Williams, Introduction to Trivia by John Gay. 

 

   “At last we set out; midnight is striking from the tower of 
Saint-Merri when we plunge into the tangle of muddy lanes 
and ‘chalky streets’ that hem in the old Parisian church.  It is 
like taking a plunge into a Paris of a former age, the Paris of 
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Rabelais’ time, a Paris peopled by  vagrants, criminals, pot-
guzzlers — creatures without pity.  The very names of the 
streets which we follow — black slums, in the depths of which 
the  reflected starlight dances here and there in the dirty  
puddles — smell of the Court of Miracles — Cutbread Street, 
Break-loaf Street, Flitch-of-bacon Street, Devil-fish Alley. 
On the right and left are wretched hovels, tottering, dropsical, 
crumbling houses, with ‘leads’ clinging like warts to their 
squalid fronts.  Here and there dim lanterns show where 
furnished rooms may be had for six sous [coins] the night.  We 
pass suspicious-looking doorways, doubtful corners wrapped 
in shade, ‘joints’ before which wan-faced customers are taking 
a last turn at the ‘Zanzibar.’  Bareheaded girls, very young or 
of doubtful age, smoking cigarettes, eye us as we pass.  One of 
us is wearing a chauffeur’s cap and a great gray mackintosh.  A 
coarse voice [from among the girls] cries: “See the grand dukes 
in disguise!”   

— Georges Cain, The Byways of Paris (trans. by Louise 
Seymour Houghton). 
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